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Abstract
Many complex concurrent protocols that cannot be formally verified due to state explosion
can often be formally verified by initially creating a collection of abstractions (overapproximations), and subsequently refining the overapproximated protocol in response to spurious
counterexample traces. Such an approach crucially depends on the ability to check whether
a given error trace in the abstract protocol corresponds to a concrete trace in the original
protocol. Unfortunately, this checking step alone can be as as hard verifying the original
protocol directly without abstractions, which is infeasible. Our approach tracks the interface behavior at the interfaces erected by our abstractions, and employs a few heuristic
search methods based on a classification of the abstract system generating these traces.
This collection of heuristic search methods form a tailor-made guided search strategy that
works very efficiently in practice on three realistic multicore hierarchical cache coherence

protocols. It could correctly analyze spurious error traces and  genuine error scenarios,


of the
of the spurious errors, our approach can
each within  seconds. Also, on
precisely report which transition in the abstract protocol is overly approximated that leads
to the spurious error.

1 Introduction
The use of multiple shared memory cores organized around hierarchical cache coherence
protocols is widely believed to be the main (if not the only) approach for future advancements in computing [1–4]. Central to such multicore machines are hierarchical cache coherence protocols in which multiple instances of coherence protocols are employed. For the
verification of cache coherence protocols in their high level descriptions, modern industrial
practice consists of modeling small instances of the protocols, e.g. three CPUs handling
two addresses and one bit of data, in terms of interleaving atomic steps in guard/action
languages such as Murphi [5] or TLA+ [6], and exploring the reachable states through explicit state enumeration. Symbolic methods, e.g. BDD [7] or SAT [8], are yet to succeed
for the verification of coherence protocols. For example, it was reported in [9] that a SAT
 
state variables, while the same
solver fails to handle a modest protocol with about
set of techniques can handle a microprocessor model with on the order of one million state
variables.
Monolithic formal verification methods – methods that treat the protocol as a whole – have
been used fairly routinely for verifying cache coherence protocols from the early 1990s,
e.g. in [10] and [11]. However, these monolithic techniques will not be able to handle
the very large state space of hierarchical protocols, owing to the multiplication of the state
space of the protocols running concurrently in the hierarchy. Compositional techniques are
essential to scale up the verification capacity.
As far as we know, our previous work [3,4] are the first formal verification approach which
is able to handle hierarchical protocols with complexity similar to that in the read world.
Our compositional approach consists of two steps: abstraction and counterexample guided
refinement. Given a hierarchical protocol, we first use abstraction to decompose the protocol into a set of abstract protocols each with smaller verification complexity. We then
apply counterexample guided refinement on the abstract protocols using assume-guarantee
reasoning. Our compositional approach is conservative, in the sense that if the abstract protocols can be verified correct, the original hierarchical protocol must also be correct with
respect to its verification obligations.
Any conservative verification approach (such as ours) must come with methods for automatically eliminating false alarms. Without this, conservative approaches will waster
considerable expert designer time by requiring them to wade through false error reports.
To solve this problem, we have developed a collection of heuristics supported by a tool that
we have built. The main problem we had to solve was to tell whether error traces produced
with respect to abstract verification models have concretizations that are feasible in the real
model. Naively approached, this problem is as hard as applying a monolithic approach to

verify hierarchical protocols, which is known to be practically impossible. Our contribution
is to develop a scalable method that exploits our compositional approach.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the background of our
compositional approach. Section 3 describes our approach of error trace identification, including the basic idea, the interface aware guided search and the bounded search heuristics.
Section 4 describes the implementation and experimental results of our approach on three
hierarchical benchmark protocols. Finally, Section 6 summarizes our paper and provides
concluding remarks.

2 Background
Before we began developing our verification approaches, the first problem we had to solve
was the lack of a single publicly available hierarchical protocol benchmark with reasonable
complexity. To fill this void, we developed three 2-level coherence protocols for multiple
chip-multiprocessors [4]. Two of the hierarchical protocols employ a directory based protocol in both levels, and one employs a snoopy and a directory based protocols. The cache
state of MSI [12] or MESI [13] is used in each level. Also, features including unordered
network channels, explicit writeback, and silent dropping on non-modified cache lines of
the MESI cache state are modeled.
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Figure 1: A 2-level hierarchical coherence protocol.

Figure 1 intuitively depicts one of our hierarchical protocols in which three non-uniform
memory access clusters are modeled for one address: one home and two identical remote
clusters. Here, we use cluster to refer to a chip-multiprocessor. Each cluster contains two
symmetric L1 caches, an L2 cache and a local directory. RAC in the figure is the controller

used to communicate with other clusters and the global directory. The main memory in
reality is attached to every cluster. The fact there is only one memory in our protocol model
is a consequence of employing our  -address abstraction. Finally, the L1 and L2 caches
are modeled as inclusive in the protocol, i.e. the content of the L1 caches is a subset of that
of the L2 cache in the same cluster. For the other two hierarchical protocols, non-inclusve
caches are modeled.
In the 2-level hierarchy of Figure 1, the intra-cluster protocol is used within a cluster to
track which line is cached in what state at which cache(s). The inter-cluster protocol is
used among clusters, tracking caching status in the cluster level. There are altogether four
protocols running concurrently: three intra-cluster protocols and one inter-cluster protocol.
Based on these protocols, we developed a compositional approach [3]. Given a hierarchical protocol, we first use abstraction to decompose the protocol into a set of abstract
protocols each with smaller verification complexity. We then apply counterexample guided
refinement on the abstract protocols using assume-guarantee reasoning. Our compositional
approach is conservative, i.e. if the abstract protocols can be verified correct, the original
hierarchical protocol must also be correct with respect to its verification obligations.
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Figure 2: The workflow of our compositional approach.

Figure 2 shows the workflow of our compositional approach. That is, given a hierarchical
protocol, we first construct a set of abstract protocols (Abs #i’s) where each abstract
protocol overapproximates the original protocol by construction. By ’overapproximate’,
we mean that for each abstract protocol, the set of its state variables is a subset of that of
the original protocol, while the behavior involving the set of state variable are a superset
of that in the original protocol. We then model check each abstract protocol individually.
If a genuine bug is found in an abstract protocol, we fix the bug in the original protocol
and regenerate all the abstract protocols. If a spurious bug is reported in Abs #i, we
constrain Abs #i and at the same time, add a new verification obligation to one of the
abstract protocols Abs #j to guarantee that the constraining on Abs #i is sound. The

question of how to identify whether an error corresponds to a genuine or a spurious bug
will be answered in this paper.
For the hierarchical protocol shown in Figure 1, our compositional approach will decompose it into three abstract protocols. Figure 3 shows one of the abstract protocols. Contrast
with Figure 1, we can see that it retains all the details of the home cluster while abstracts
away some components of the remote clusters. The other two abstract protocols are similar, except that in each abstract protocol, one remote cluster is retained and the remaining
clusters are abstracted.
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Figure 3: An abstract protocol.

We showed that our compositional approach can successfully verify one of our hierarchical
protocols which cannot be verified through traditional monolithic model checking in [3].
However, several problems of the approach still exist and the limitations include:  even
a single abstract protocol models more than one level of the coherence protocols, e.g. as
in Figure 3, thus still creating very large product space;  details such as non-inclusive
caches and snoopy protocols used in the other two benchmark protocols cannot be handled.
To solve the above problems, we developed a new abstraction approach in [4]. In more
detail, for the protocol in Figure 1, our new abstraction will decompose it into four abstract
protocols: one abstract intra-cluster protocol for every cluster, and an abstract inter-cluster
protocol. Because the two remote clusters are of identical design, there are altogether three
non-symmetric abstract protocols, as shown in Figure 4. To apply the new abstraction
approach, we require that a hierarchical protocol be modeled in a loosely coupled manner,
i.e. each transition of the protocol can only involve the state variables of one level of the
protocol, e.g. the components of an intra- or an inter-cluster protocol but not both.
We showed that our compositional approach with the new abstraction can reduce the verification complexity of a hierarchical protocol to that of a non-hierarchical protocol, in which
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Figure 4: The abstract protocols of Figure 1.
more than 95% of the state space reduction can be achieved.
Also, to handle hierarchical protocols with non-inclusive caches and snoopy protocols,
we extended the compositional approach in [4] by introducing auxiliary state variables to
the abstract protocols, such that the auxiliary variable together with the L2 cache line can
represent as a summary of the cache status in a cluster. The value of each auxiliary variable
is a function of those state variables already in the protocol. By doing so, hierarchical
protocols with non-inclusive caches and snoopy protocols can be verified with the same
compositional approach as in [3].
To mechanize our compositional approach, there are altogether three steps of work:
1. Given a hierarchical protocol and the protocol components to be abstracted away,
how to automatically generate the abstract protocol;
2. Once an abstract protocol is constructed and model checked, if a property violation
is encountered, how to automatically identify whether the violation corresponds to a
genuine error in the original hierarchical protocol;
3. If the violation is identified as spurious, how to automatically constrain and refine
the abstract protocols.
To mechanize the first step, we have implemented a tool in [4] to automate the process. For
the third step, recent work [14] and [15] have proposed two different ways to mechanize it.

In [14], the ordering information in message flows of cache coherence protocols are utilized
to automatically construct new verification obligations. In [15], a Galois connection is
assumed between the original and abstract protocols, and symbolic methods are used to
automatically produce verification obligations provable in the Galois connection.
This paper presents a solution to mechanize the second step, i.e. automatic abstract error
trace identification. Our solution naturally capitalizes on our compositional approach described previously. In this space, no BDD/SAT based symbolic methods or even explicit
state enumeration based methods, except for our methods described here, have handled the
problem of error trace justification for hierarchical coherence protocols.

3 Interface Aware Bounded Search for Error Trace Justification
Given an error trace from an abstract protocol, let us first define whether this trace corresponds to a genuine error in the original hierarchical protocol. We will introduce several
notations for the definition.
Let $ be a set of variables and % be a set of values which are both non-empty. A state & is
a function from variables to values, &(')$+* % . Let , be the set of states. For a state & and
a set of variables - , &/.- denotes the restriction of & to the variables in - . A transition 0
consists of a guard 1 and an action 2 , where 1 is a predicate on states, and 2 is a function
23'4,5* , . We write 1
2 to denote the transition with guard 1 and action 2 .
879;:< =
7
A model has the form 6$
 , where $ is a set of variables, is a set of initial states
:
=
over $ , is a set of transitions, and is a set of verification obligations (state formulas
over $ ) which can be empty.

An execution of a model is based on steps in which a single enabled transition fires. For
2 , we write & B *A &DC to denote that 1E&F holds and &DCG>H2I&F . An
a transition 0?>@1
879;:< =
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 is a sequence of states &DJ &LK
execution of 6$
, such that &DJ5N
and for all

:
, there is a transition 0RQSN
such that &TQ B AV* U &TQXWYK . Finally, if a state & satisfies a
PO
879;:<8=
formula Z , we denote it by Z[&F . If a model \ >]$
 satisfies all the verification
=
obligations of then we denote it by . >^\ .
879;:<8=
Coming back to the definition of a spurious or genuine abstract error, let \ >_$

87 ;: 8=
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be a model which represents a hierarchical protocol. Let \`Q<>a6$bQ Q Q Q  cNedf

h

( O
), be the set of abstract protocols of \ that are built using our compositional ap=
proach. Let ZlN
be a verification obligation of \ , and Z9Q be the corresponding veriM8M8M

fication obligation of Z in each \`Q . Suppose monp>q&rn;J &TnFK
&rns , t O
, is an error
MfMwhEj
=
Q , y{zb&Tn} holds for every
trace of \`n ( ulNvdf
) which violates Z n . That is, xYy{z|N
 MfM
j
~
Nd t B  while Z n)&Tns does not hold. We define mon as a genuine error of \ if there
exists an execution of \ that leads to the violation of Z9n ; otherwise mon is a spurious error.
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Figure 5: Classical notion of stuttering equivalence.

We now describe a heuristics to identify an error trace from an abstract protocol, based
on the notion of stuttering equivalence. The classical definition of stuttering equivalence
[16,17] is defined over Kripke structures [17] which has a function '4,* Fb that labels
=(
each state in , with the set of atomic propositions true in that state, where
is a set of
M8M8M
M M8M
B
B
B
B
atomic propositions. Two paths >&DJ*  &Keb* 
and >+FJa *  9Kq * 
are
stuttering equivalent as shown in Figure 5, if there are two sequences of positive integers
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A finite sequence of identically labeled states is called a block.
The notion of stuttering equivalence is adapted in our approach based on the following
8M8M M
observation. For any execution m¥>¥&DJ &LK
&Ts of \ , because of the manner in which
8M8M M
every abstract protocol \`Q is constructed, there exists an execution moQE>§¦{Q©¨ J
¦{Q©¨ s of
MfMwhEj
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\`Q , Ndf
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t such that
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We will also denote every such m²Q as a stuttering equivalent execution of m on $bQ , and vice
versa. For every state & in m , & has a corresponding state &TQ in m²Q , and we denote the index

of &rQ in m²Q as the block index of & in \`Q , i.e. ³´Q3'<,µ* ¶ . For example, in the above,
8M M8M
 M8M M
M M8M
³´QD&T} ¡>
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, , and ³´Q&T}° ¡>
>^³´Q6&Ts<¡>tªQ .
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Our notion of stuttering equivalence suggests that if m²Q is an error trace of \·Q , then if we
can find a stuttering equivalent execution m of m²Q in \ , m²Q must be a genuine error. We
implement this idea in a straightforward manner as follows.

3.1

Guided Search for Stuttering Equivalent Executions

M8M8M
Given an error trace moQ¸>¦{Q©¨ J
¦¹QX¨ s from an abstract protocol \`Q , we perform a guided
U a stuttering equivalent execution. In more detail,
search on the original protocol \ to find
7

we first select an initial state &ºN
such that &.»$Q(>¼¦{Q©¨ J , i.e. ³´Q&F½>
. Afterwards,
2 where 1E&F holds,
we consider all the enabled rules of \ at & . That is, for xY0¾>¼1

~ ~
& C >¢2I&F , and ³RQ&F¡>
, O
, we consider three cases:
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The first case means that & C and & share the same block index. The second case means that
& corresponds to ¦¹QX¨ } , and &DC corresponds to ¦¹QX¨ }WYK . The third means that the rule 0 updates
certain variables of \ so that it no longer corresponds to either ¦{Q©¨ } or ¦¹QX¨ }WYK .
We implement the above idea using a modified breadth first search (BFS). In more detail,
for each state of \ , we associate it with an integer corresponding to the block index of
moQ . A state of \ will be maintained in the state space search if it falls into the first two
cases, while the state will be dropped if it falls into the third case. The BFS will stop if a
state is found to have the block index tªQ . At this time the error trace moQ must be genuine;
otherwise we claim it as spurious.
Unfortunately, the above simple approach does not work in practice. The reason is because
for every state & in the BFS queue, there is a huge number of next states & C where & C and &
share the same block index. For example, consider an error trace from the abstract intracluster protocol of the home cluster in Figure 4. We have the situation that – for any state
& of the original protocol, all the next states which are obtained by updating one of the
remote clusters, the global directory, or the main memory, will have the same index as & ; so
they will all be maintained in the state space search, i.e. added into the BFS queue. Thus,
the state space of the guided search is that of another hierarchical protocol. Our initial
experiments confirmed it.

3.2

Interface Aware Guided Search

In this section, we refine the simple guided search exploiting the interfaces. We define
interfaces as the state variables of a hierarchical protocol which are shared by two abstract
879;:<8=
 denote the original hierarchical protocol.
protocols. More specifically, let \ >Â$
7 R: 8=
MfMwhEjÄ
Let \`Q(>Ã$Q Q Q Q6 cN@df
be all the abstract protocols of \ . From Section 2,
our abstraction has the property that Å QXÆLÇiK´ÈiÈ ÉÊ $bQG>q$ when the auxiliary variables are not
MfMwhEj
~
~
considered. We define $Q[Ë$} |> Á
as the interfaces of \`Q and \`} . For

Nqdf
example, for the protocol as shown in Figure 1, we have four abstract protocols (two of
them are symmetric) as in Figure 4. Let \ÌK \· \ºÍ be the three abstract intra-cluster
protocols, and \·Î be the abstract inter-cluster protocol. According to our definition, $Q¹Ë
MfM j
$9Î GNdg  are the interfaces for the three clusters respectively, i.e. the state variables of
the L2 cache line of each cluster.
With interfaces, the guided search can work more efficiently as follows. For any error trace
8M8M M

from an abstract protocol \`Q , we consider any two successive
moQÏ>¦¹QX¨ J
¦{Q©¨ s tªQÏO
U
states of moQ . The basic idea is based on the observation that \`Q only interacts with other
abstract protocols through its interfaces. Thus, if the updates between two successive states
do not involve interface variables, the guided search should not either. The idea can be
 MgM
~
stated more formally as follows. For every Ned tªQ , we consider ÐQ©¨ }/Ñµ¦¹QX¨ }WYK B ¦{Q©¨ }
>^Ò y|.r¦¹QX¨ }WYK £yI>
Á ¦{Q©¨ }¤yI y?NÌ$QÓ . Let Ô Õ£Ö be the interfaces of \`Q .
1. If Ð;Q©¨ } only involves variables from $Q{×Ô Õ£Ö , then the guided search will only explore
the rules of \ that update $bQY×GÔ Õ£Ö ;
2. Otherwise, the guided search will explore the rules of \

that update $ .

More specifically, the above idea can be applied to our benchmark protocols as follows.
Consider the protocols in Figure 1 and Figure 4. For \·Î , i.e. the abstract inter-cluster
protocol, it is obtained by retaining the components among clusters while abstracting away
certain components inside clusters. For this protocol, if Ð;Î¨ } only involves the interfaces of a
cluster, then the guided search can simply explore the rules of \ that only update the state
variables of that cluster. Otherwise, the components among the clusters are updated. For
this case, guided search will only need to explore the rules of \ that update the variables
MgM
~
of $9Î . This kind of search will be efficient, as for any ¦{Q©¨ }
NØd tªQ , our interface aware
approach only needs to search for a subset of the state space of a non-hierarchical protocol,
before matching ¦{Q©¨ }WYK .
Similarly, error traces from an abstract intra-cluster protocol \`Q as in Figure 4 can be
identified. More specifically, if Ð;Q©¨ } does not involve the interfaces of that cluster, the guided

search should not either. However, when Ð;Q©¨ } involves the interfaces of \`Q , the guided
search may have to consider the updates of the whole hierarchical protocol. This is because,
e.g. when a request is sent from the home cluster to the global directory, the rest of the
hierarchical protocol may have to be updated, before a reply can be received by the home
cluster. Thus, our interface aware guided search may not work efficiently for error trace
justification for abstract intra-cluster protocols.
To solve the above problem, we develop the following solution. Since the interface aware
approach can work efficiently for the abstract inter-cluster protocol, we can model check
this protocol first. By doing so, before working on the abstract intra-cluster protocols,
we would have refined \ºÎ to a manner such that all its verification obligations hold. At
this time, we can construct a new abstract protocol for each abstract intra-cluster protocol
similar to that in Figure 3. That is, for each abstract intra-cluster protocol \`Q , we construct
a protocol \ Q in which the cluster  is retained while all the other clusters are abstracted

as in \·Î . More formally, for the hierarchical protocol in Figure 1, three new abstract
87 R:
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protocols \ QÙ> $ Q
Q
Q
Q , /Ndf  , will be constructed after \ºÎ is refined.
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first part includes all the transitions from \·Î which do not update the interfaces of \`Q , and
the second part includes all the transitions from \ that update $Q .
Now for every error trace moQ from the abstract intra-cluster protocol \`Q , we can perform
the interface aware guided search on \ Q instead of \ . In fact \ Q is an abstract protocol


of \ , and \`Q is an abstract protocol of \ Q . Thus, we can use the interface aware guided

search to first find a stuttering equivalent execution m Q of moQ in \ Q , and if m²Q is reported


as genuine in \ Q , we then try to find a stuttering equivalent execution of m Q in \ .


We have implemented the interface aware guided search based on Murphi, and applied it
to identify the error traces from the abstract protocols of the three benchmark protocols.
Section 4 describes more detail. For many of the error traces, our interface aware approach
can correctly identify the spurious/genuine error case with 1GB of memory. However,
M
there are still some error traces for which our approach failed to identify even with   GB
of memory because there are too many states in the guided search. In the following, we
will present another heuristic to improve the guided search by using bounded search.

3.3

Bounded Search

M8M8M
The basic idea of our bounded search is that given an error trace moQk>Ø¦{Q©¨ J ¦{Q©¨ K , , ¦{Q©¨ s ,

U
tªQáO
from an abstract protocol \·Q , we restrict the BFS depth of the guided search for
 MfM
~
each block index NÂd tªQ6 to a certain bound. If we cannot find a state with the block
~SÀ
 using the bounded search, then we claim that there does not exist a stuttering
index
equivalent execution of m²Q , i.e. the error is spurious.

~
We choose the bound based on the following heuristics. Let 0 ¤}Ù>¦{Q©¨ } B AVU* â ã ¦{Q©¨ }WYK O
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be an arbitrary transition in an abstract protocol \`QÏ>_ Q $bQ Q Q6 , where ¦{Q©¨ } ¦¹QX¨ }WYK are
h¡ä
reachable states of \`Q . We associate every such 0 ¤} with a bound ³
as follows:

1. If there does not exist a stuttering equivalent execution of 0 ¤} in \ , then we set the
h¡ä
bound of 0 ¤} to be any natural number, e.g. ³
0 ¤}r¡>_ ;
8M M8M
æ
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2. Otherwise, there exists an execution &Tn &rn
such that &Tn.Ï$Q>

&Tå , u
O
M8M8M
8M8M M
&TnFWYK<.$bQ®>
>^&Tå K<. $Q¸>¦{Q©¨ } , &Tå.$Q¸>¦{Q©¨ }WYK , and &Tn
&Tå are reachable states
 multiple such executions in \ for 0 ¤} , and we set the bound
of \ . There can exist
æ
of 0 ¤} to be the minimum number of B u .
Finally, we set the bound of the abstract protocol \`Q , ³
â ã ¦¹QX¨ }WYK , ¦¹QX¨ } , ¦{Q©¨ }WYK are reachable states of \`QÓ .
¦{Q©¨ } B AVU£*ì

h¡ä
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0 ¤}Të.F0 ¤}c>

Based on the above definitions, we select the candidate bounds as follows. Consider any
transition 0 ª>µ& B *A & C in the abstract inter-cluster protocol. Case  : 0  only updates the
state variables not in interfaces. In this case, our interface aware guided search as described
in the first heuristic will only explore the rules that update the inter-cluster protocol comhkä
ponents. Thus we set ³
£0 Þ²>¼ . Case  : 0  updates interface variables. In this case, we
hkä
choose ³
£0 Þ to be the length of the shortest stuttering equivalent execution between &
and &DC .
For example, consider a transition in the abstract inter-cluster protocol from the initial
state to the state where a shared request is issued by the home cluster. The bound of this
transition corresponds to the following execution –  an L1 cache of the home cluster
initiates a shared request, £ the request is sent to the local directory, and £ the local
directory checks that there is no valid cache line and also no other pending requests; so it
issues a request to be sent to the global directory. Thus, the bound of this transition is  .
Similarly we choose candidate bounds for each abstract intra-cluster protocol. The only

difference is that when interface variables are updated in a transition 0  , the stuttering
equivalent execution may have to involve updates from the rest of the hierarchical protocol.
Again the solution that we developed in the first heuristic by introducing \ Q ’s can help

solve the problem.
In theory, choosing a bound as in the above manner requires protocol awareness. In most
cases, the bound of a protocol can be provided by designers for just once. Fortunately, in
practice we find that for high level protocol descriptions in Murphi, e.g. the FLASH ( [18])
and GERMAN ( [19]) protocols, candidate bounds are reasonably small where the value


 or  is usually big enough. For example, we find that the bound  works perfectly for
all of our three benchmark protocols.

4 Implementation and Experimental Results
We have implemented a tool [20] which integrates the interface aware and bounded search
heuristics, and we have applied it to the three benchmark protocols. Before applying the
guided search, we had previously verified the benchmarks expending a lot of manual labor
to classify error traces as genuine or spurious. So we inserted one bug in each benchmark
individually, with two bugs in the inter-cluster level and one in the intra-cluster level. The
three benchmarks altogether generate eight distinct abstract protocols, which again gener
ate   error traces.
For all these traces, our tool is able to correctly report the spurious/genuine case, each
within 15 seconds. The amount of memory required for each identification is less than
 GB. The maximum number of states explored among all the guided search is í í , which
 M
is very small compared with the state space of more than
billion of one benchmark


protocol. Furthermore, in
of the
all spurious error traces, our tool can precisely tell
which rule in the abstract protocol is problematic, i.e. overly approximated. Figure 6 shows
a sample scenario for one of the cases. Here, the first half of the figure shows an error trace
from an abstract protocol, and the second shows the output from our tool.
For the remaining five spurious error traces, they fall into three categories. The first category is that it is possible that two rules in the original hierarchical protocol are different,
while their abstracted rules are equivalent. We denote such two rules as abstract equivalent.
Abstract equivalent rules are straightforward to realize and they do not make it difficult for
users to tell the problematic abstract rule.
The second category is about the auxiliary variables introduced in our compositional ap-

î Abstract error trace:
Invariant "MemDataProp" failed.
1. Rule L2_Reset_pending, p:Home fired.
2. Rule L2_inReq_OutReq, p:Home fired.
3. Rule Dir_HomeGetX_PutX fired.
4. Rule Cluster_WriteBack, p:Home fired.
5. Rule L2_recv_OutReply, p:Home fired.
6. Rule Cluster_inReq_WB, p:Home fired.
7. Rule L2_Recv_WB, data:Datas_2,
p:Home fired.
Guided search:
1. Rule L2_Reset_pending, p:Home fired.
2. Rule L2_inReq_OutReq, p:Home fired.
3. Rule Dir_HomeGetX_PutX fired.
The abstract error trace is spurious
with bound=10, 1186 states have been
explored.

Figure 6: A spurious error trace and the result from our approach.
proach for the second and the third benchmarks. The situation is that in an abstract error
trace, certain rules only update the auxiliary variables because of the abstraction. As a
result, the guided search may report a stuttering equivalent execution containing irrelevant
rules than those in the abstract error trace. Again, this case will not make it harder for users
to recognize the problematic abstract rule.
The third category is about the overapproximation in our compositional approach. Because
each abstract protocol \`Q overapproximates the original hierarchical protocol \ on $bQ , it
is possible that for some executions of \`Q , there do not exist stuttering equivalent executions in \ . In our experiments, one case falls into this category. For this case, the abstract

intra-cluster protocol from the second benchmark has an abstract error trace of length 
beginning with the following three rules: £ a remote cluster is invalid and it receives an
exclusive request from another cluster;  the remote cluster starts processing the request;
 the remote cluster again receives a shared request from another cluster. For this error,
there does not exist a stuttering equivalent execution because at the initial state of the original hierarchical protocol, only the main memory has a valid copy; thus it is impossible for
the remote cluster to receive requests from others.
However, there does exist an execution of \ but it is not stuttering equivalent. The execution begins with the initial state; then the remote cluster requests an exclusive copy and
gets granted; now when another cluster requests an exclusive copy, the global directory will
forward it to the remote cluster; the remote cluster writes back the exclusive copy to the

main memory before the outside request is received. At this time, the remote cluster is in
the invalid state, and rules  and £ will execute.
From the above, it is clear that when an abstract error trace begins with the additional behavior that do not exist in the original protocol, there will not exist any stuttering equivalent
execution. This means that our approach of searching for a stuttering equivalent execution
for error trace justification is a heuristic, i.e. it does not guarantee to always correctly
identify the error trace.
In summary, the experiments show that our interface aware bounded search is very efficient
to identify the spurious or genuine abstract error traces – it can correctly report all the



  errors, and in
of the
all spurious cases, found the exact location of the bug
automatically. Without our approach, it requires designers to identify every such error
trace, while with our approach, once the configuration files and the bounds are available
(they can be set by designers just once), our tool can automatically identify the errors.

5 Related Work
Our compositional approach to verifying hierarchical protocols includes abstraction, assumeguarantee reasoning and counterexample guided refinement. We derive the basic ideas from
Chou et. al.’s work [21] on parameterized verification for non-hierarchical cache coherence
protocols. Their work is again attributed to McMillan’s work [22, 23] who added support
for this style of reasoning into Cadence SMV. The idea is later formalized by [24] and [25].
Our approach of using abstraction is also similar to the work of environment abstraction
by [26].
Our work in this paper on guided search has some similarity with directed model checking
[27], in the sense that only a subset of the state space is explored to reach certain special
states. The difference is that we use guided search in the hierarchical protocol trying to
match the error trace from an abstract protocol, while directed model checking employs
heuristics, e.g. distance estimation to error states, for fast error discovery.
In predicate abstraction and counterexample guided refinement, there also exists the problem of checking an abstract counterexample trace. There has been a large body of research
who uses symbolic methods to solve the problem, e.g. converting the error trace justification to a satisfiablity problem. Our heuristics are believed to be helpful for complexity
reduction regardless of the specific verification approach taken.

6 Conclusions and Future Work
We have presented an interface aware guided search method to mechanize part of the compositional approach for verifying hierarchical cache coherence protocols. Given an error
trace from an abstract protocol, our approach tries to find a stuttering equivalent execution
in the concrete protocol. The experiments on three hierarchical protocol benchmarks with
realistic features show that our approach is very efficient in identifying all of the spurious/genuine bugs. Also, in most of the spurious errors it can precisely report the problematic rules. For future work, we plan to investigate how to integrate the automatic refinement
of abstract protocols, to our mechanization approaches.
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